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I 
There is particular interest in high-energy reactions in which 

a single Regge pole in the crossed channel may be believed to dominate. 

At present accelerator energies, elastic scatterings ar~ not in this 

category. One must include several Regge poles. chosen from the presently 

well-established mesons which form a spectrum grouped into nonets with 

t b 2+ and 1-quan um num ers For other·reactions, however, the cross-

channel quantum numbers are more.,restrictive, and .ii?- some cases only 

a single Regge pole is known-with the appropriate quantum numbers. The 

first case of this kind to be analyzed was :rr 
0 + p -+ :rr + n , at small 

momentum transfers, for which only the p Regge pole is knovm to be 

1 2 relevant and for i</hich a single-pole analysis is successful. ' 

0 This letter presents the analysis of a second case, :rr + p ... T} + n, 

at small momentum transfers, for which high-energy data have just become J 

available.3 Here only the -~-;;~~~~~v5, 6 (associated with the A2 
- --·--meson) is known to have the correct cross-channel quantum numbers. We 

show that the!se data are consistent i-rith a single Regge pole i</hose 

trajectory in turn is consistent with the A2 meson mass. 
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We already had information about the R trajectory from KN 

and KN 
1 scattering. Furthermore, the couplings of R to the KK 

and :rrr) systems are~~~ su
3 

symmetry, so that 

. 0 
we were able to predict the ~ + p - ~ + n cross section before the 

data arrived@ This prediction was remarkably successful. 3 Nevertheless, 

it is desirable to reanalyze the KN and KN data simultaneously with 

the new information about ~ 
0 

+ p- ~ + n, without the use of su
3 

symmetry (which is not exact), to show that the same R trajectory is 

We also achieve thereby a precise 

\ 

consistent with both sets of data. 

test of the accuracy of SU7. symmetry. 
;J 

Our formalism follows that of Ref. 1, for pseudoscalar meson-

nucleon scattering. At high energies the ~ - ~ mass difference 

effects are negligible compared with experimental errors, and we simply 

use elastic kinematics. The contributions o.f R to the nonflip and 

helicity-flip amplitudes A and B (vhich correspond to A' and B 

8 
in Singh's notation) are parameterized as follows: 

A 

B = 

------------ .~- -

exp(-i~a:) + 1 
sin ~a: 

D a e (D t) exp~-i~a:) + 1 
0 xp 1 s~n ~a: 

( 1) 

( 2) 

Here a:(t) is the R trajectory, t is the squared momentum'transfer 1 

E is the total incident lab energy, and E
0 

is an arbitrary scale 

parameter vrhich we choose to be 1 GeVj c0, c1, D0, and D1 are real 

constants. 

·. ·-·--~--------

..1 
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The trajectory c:t( t) .. is given the t>m-parameter ( Pignotti) 

form 

2 
c:t(t) = -1 + [1 + c:t(O)] /[1 + c:t(O) - c:t'(O)t] , ( 3) 

c:t(O) and c:t'(O) being the intercept and slope at t = 0. 

The differential cross section, in terms of A and B, is 

4Il1/ p2 ' 2} 
-.,.,-----~ - I B l ) 

- t 
,_ 

st + 

where s is the total c.m. ~nergy squared, ~ is the nucleon mass, 

p is the pion lab momentum, and k is the c.m. momentum. 

He first 
rr----.. -- ______ .:_..... .. ------ 0 

fitted the six parameters of Rj to the rr + p- ~ + n 
------------------------ --.- 2 ' 

best fit, to 39 data points, has X = 27.9, vhich is data alone. The 

more than adequate. The corresponding parameters are sho~~ in the first 

line of Table I (labeled solution 0). Note that a substantial slope, 
~--

' ~ (0), is found, consistent with the position of the A2 meson at --- '--~·...--------. . 

a = 2, "i<fhich is ~.i-"§ from Eq. (3) compared with-~~JGeV from 

experiment. The fit to data is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The best fit with no shriru~age [DR'(o) = 0] has an intercept, 

~(0), which is 
2 

0.29 : 0.03, and X = 37.4, several standard deviations 

off from a good fit, and much worse than the case above wherein the 

single extra shrinking parameter ~'(o), evaluated to be 0.65 ~ 0.15, 

2 is used to bring dovm the X by 9.5. 

We tpen reanalyzed these data together 1d th the KN and KN 

data previously considered. 1 The ne,., constraints vrere that the trajectory 
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DR(:t) and the ratio ~~~ should be the same '"hen both sets of data 

are fitted (the A/B requirement comes from factorization). This 

reanalysis was made for solutions 1 and 2 of Ref. 1; the corresponding 

R parameters are sho'n1 on the second and third lines of Table I, and 

2 the corresponding values of X are 182 and 170 respectively, for 154 

data points and a total of 18 parameters. 

For completeness, the parameters for the KN and KN systems 

are sho~m in Tables II and III; these correspond to Tables IV and V of 

Ref. 1. The notation is fully explained in Ref. 1. Briefly, hovever, 

'"e may add that the amplitudes for P, P', and p Regge poles are 

expressed in terms of the ~N ~plitudes, if we use the factorization 

condition 

= = ( 5) 

the ~N amplitudes being already fixed for each of the solutions. The 

ill Regge pole contribution to B is ignored: its contribution to A 

is parameterized by using a difference of two exponentials--hence four 

parameters instead of two. The ill trajectory, not sho'-rn in the Tables, 

was not re-search, and retained the same values as in Ref. 1. 

In the limit of _ _:xact ~--~3----~~e~E!., if P is a sir.glet and p 
-----.........~-~---- -.,.....------

belong to an octet, w~.:_~:__::t -~--:r_i.:_~d ... ~::__~a-~~= II 

( 6) 

0.5 ' 

c ' 
"':.1 
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The results confirm what was already noted in Ref. 1, namely, that the 

symmetry holds quite well for P and p , though tf~-beh~~~~-~~i ~~:~ 
like pure singlet·ru;-;-;;;;-;~ 
'----·--·--·-----··---···-·-·--·-··· ...• -·--·-·--·-···-····--..;.....-.. ) 

If R is·a pure octet member, we expect to find 

with similar relations for D0 and D1 : 

D1(R:~- + p ~ ~0 + n) = D1(R:KN) + F1 , 

9 
and F 0 = 1 and F 1 = 0 • 

( 7) 

(8) 

In our analysis the F 0 ' s vrere made the same in Eqs. ( 7) and ( 8), 

in order to satisfy the factorization principle [see, for instance, Eq. (5)]; 

likewise for the F1 's. Their values indicate the degree of breaking of 

The measurements of Ref. 3 refer directly to the ~-meson 

production followed by 27 decay of ~ • To convert this to the 

complete ~-production cross section, we have used the currently accepted 

branching ration (TJ- 2y)/(TJ _..all)= 0.386, 10 for case (a). Hovrever, 

11 a recent eA~eriment suggests this branching ratio is closer to 0.)0; 

if this new:value is used instead, the values of Fo and also co and 

Do in Taoie I are multiplied by 1.13, case (b). The results shOim in 

the Table below. 
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Solution 1 Case a Case b 

Fo 0.66 0.75 

Fl -0.11 

Solution 2 

Fo 0.68 0.77 

Fl 0.02 

At the resonance of A2(~2) 
F to be (0.56) 1/ 2 = 0.75 

0 

the branching ration A
2 
~ n:T)/IGC 

requires as given by Glashow and Socolow. 12 

We note in Table I that all the parameters except c
1 

for the three 

separate solutions show good agreement. The present data seem-not to ........... ----...--~--~.----r-•--..__..,.___.., . ..., ____ _ 

be accurate nor extensive enough to determine c
1 

more precisely • 
..____.............._"""_" .... _.... ....... ~....--"--~------ ... _ ..... - ~--·- --· - . ·---~ . .....,, ... ---.................. ,~.- .............. ,., .. __ 

That the lrest massive system having the quantu.l'!l numbers of R is three 

pions suggests that c
1 

and D
1 

of Table I should be limited by 
-2 .-2 

(3m ) ~ 5.6 ~eV) • We observe that our three solutions satisfy this ·n: 

condition. 

To summarize, we find: 

(a) The n: 0 
+ p ~ T1 + n data are consistent with a single R 

(f '-\ 

trajectory with substantial shri~~age.· '-----------------_____..--
(b) The R parameters are also consistent with KN and Im data. 

(c) The R trajectory is consistent -vri th the A
2 

meson position. 

(d) TI~e R couplings to KK and 11:'1) differ by 33:0 from the ratio 

predicted by su
3 

symmetry, if R is pure octet and the currently 

accepted T1 ~ 2; 10 branching ratio is used. However, a recent experi-

' ·~ ment suggests ~his branching ratio may be different and the agreement 

1-ri th exact su
3 

symmetry may be even better. 

,., 

•J 

,, 
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(e) The factorization·principle·is a useful constraint in 
. ..........,..__----~~- . 

estal;)lishing the· R parameters. , \·le exp~ct it will prove a poverful 
' •.' . '.- ' . 

:• 

tool in·explaining related reactions. 
·.~ 

The authors are grateful to Professor Geoffrey F. Ch~w for . . . 

:al':lable . i~formation and c?mments, tolJ?!_. -~-~~os Kiz:~ for ~:_:~Pi~. 
tr_ansmitt~;L of the experimental data to us, and to '!!Jr. Farzel1'1 , Arbab. 

: ...,--~·--'-'-''---~-----. ..:..~~~_,_,_ ___ , 
. . . . . 

for aid in computation. Vf.· Rari ta than.,'!<s .Professor Bu:rton ;J. r.;oyer 

for the.hospitality of the Physics Department, University of California, 

·· Berkeley •. 

. t 
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Table I. R parameters for· 11: +p-+TJ + n • 

Solution o:(o) o:'(o) c . cl Do Dl '«' 0 . 

[ ( GeV) -2] (mb x GeV) [(GeV)~2 ]· (mb) [ ( G~V) - 2] 

0 0.40±0.03 0.65±0.15 . (a) 2.91 1.06 (a) -48 1.97 (b) 3·30 (b) -54 

1 0.41±0.02 0.8 ±0.1 (a) 2.90 4.64 (a) -53 1.86 (b) 3.29 (b) -60 

2 o. 37±0.01 0.60±0.05 (a) 3.76 4.77 (a) -55 2.04 (b) 4.27 (b) -62 

(a) 0.386 used as branching ratio 

(b) 0.30 used as branching ratio 

Table II. Parameters relating P, P' } and p contributions to 7!N and KN. 

Solution p P' p 

Fo Fl F 0 Fl F ·0 F 1 

[(GeV)-2] [ ( GeV) -2] [ ( GeV)2] 

1 0.90 ~0.21 0.29 -1.84 0.51 0.51 

2 0.90 -0.22 0.29 -1.22 0.50 0.47 

-. 
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Table III. KN amplitude coefficients for R . and m • 

~ ..... R (!) 

Solution co cl Do Dl co cl c3 G 

(m~ x GeV) [(GeV)-2 ] mb [ ( GeV) - 2) (mb x GeV) [ GeVf~ [( GeV) - 2 ] 

. 
1 1.91 4.75 -35 1.98 6.03 11.0 0.09 0.84 

2 2.)8 4.75 _.35 2.02 6.69 11.0 0.002 0.65 

•' 

.•. 

\ . .. 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Fig. 1. ~ + p ~ ~0 + n differential cross sections at 5.9, 9.8, 

1).), and 18.2 GeV/c, from Ref. 3 converted to complete ~0 

production by using the ~urrently accepted branching ratio of 

Ref. 10, that is, 0.)86. The full lines are the results of 

Solution 0. The sets of data are spaced by a decad.e. The dots 

are the Group I and the squares are the Group II data of Ref. ) • 

. ,, 
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